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yes, but note that for channels 1 - 3, you
need to first switch to channel 8 using the
primary or master channel switch. (in the
radio) the radio is able to automatically
return to channel 8 when switched to
channel 1,2 or 3. setting radio channels
and frequencies are as easy as head to
the link on your mobile app, just tap on
radio setting and confirm your selections.
this is a wired unit. you will need to
download the transmitter application to
the android/ios mobile device and then
enable the receiver, then choose the
appropriate channel. when all of the
settings are complete, tap start
transmission to be able to transmit. the
flysky 6-channel flysky fs-ct6b is the
perfect transmitter for sports modelers
who want the power of a programmable
transmitter but dont necessarily need a
lot of excess features they do not use. it
includes all of the important features and
programmable parameters to support a
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variety of helicopters, gliders, and aero
planes. it even has the ability to store 20
models allowing the user to save a whole
fleet of aircrafts. flysky ct6b 2.4ghz 6ch
transmitter with fs-r6b receiver is the
popular 6 channel radio ct6b
manufactured by flysky. ct6b flysky
2.4ghz 6ch transmitteris an entry-level
2.4 ghz radio system offering the
reliability of 2.4 ghz signal technology
and a receiver with 6 channels.4ghz 6ch
transmitterradio is a value for money,
entry level 6 channel transmitter, ideal
for quadcopters and multicopters that
require the 6ch operation. this radio has
two retract switches and proportional flap
dials in easy reach for channels 5 and 6. it
can be powered by 8 x aa size batteries
or a 12v power supply. it comes with a
trainer port to help beginners learn
flying.it can be configured by connecting
it to the computer. use the t6config
software to configure your radio on a
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computer.
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i can confirm that you can use the flysky
fs ct6b with a spektrum dx7 for the fpv
and the flysky fs-i7 for the radio. i just

tried it with my mh4 to mh4.1, and both
worked. i also tried it with the turnigy

ef01 to the dx7 and it didn't work.
perhaps someone can help me to

understand the flysky website better. how
do i use the t6b with the dx7? now that i
know how to connect the t6b to the dx7 i
have no idea how to operate the t6b. for
example, i do not know how to use the

ptt. can anyone please explain how to use
the t6b? is there a video tutorial on the
t6b? do i connect the dx7 to the t6b or

the t6b to the dx7? thanks turnigy turnigy
tgy-i10 is a value for money 6 channel
transmitter.i've been using this flysky

radio for few months. as the name
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suggests, it is 6 channel radio with tx and
rx. turnigy tgy-i10 flysky 2.4ghz 6ch
transmitter is a value for money 6

channel transmitter, ideal for quadcopters
and multicopters that require the 6ch
operation. this radio has two retract

switches and proportional flap dials in
easy reach for channels 5 and 6. it can be
powered by 8 x aa size batteries or a 12v
power supply. it comes with a trainer port

to help beginners learn flying.it can be
configured by connecting it to the

computer. use the t6config software to
configure your radio on a computer. i

have to say that the first 6 channel flysky
radio i ever owned and used was the

flysky fs-i10. its a rebrand of the turnigy
tgy-i10. it was ok (ish) but its been
hobbled by buggy turnigy reworked
versions of the firmware. every new
revision of the firmware removed a

couple of the bugs, but added a handful
more. its a real shame because in my
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opinion the switch and slider layout is
better than the flysky original. in the end i
upgraded to a perfectly stable i6 that just

worked. the i6 has quite a community
following and i soon installed one of the

10 channel firmwares to it. i also added a
single cell li-po, a usb charging board,
and replaced one of the pots with a 6

position rotary switch. that turned it into
something so much more usable than my

original tgy-i10. 5ec8ef588b
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